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Summery 

A strong creative thinker who can inspire and motivate colleagues, with good team-working skills and an excellent communicator with excellent 
interpersonal skills, capable of building productive relationships with clients and colleagues alike. A dynamic and confident hard worker with 
passion and personality well organized with a keen eye for detail. Keep a cool head under pressure with an effortless ability to adapt to change and 
pace and the flexibility to manage several projects at once. Self-motivated, with a willingness to work unsociable hours (including occasional 
weekends) to hit deadlines. Perform at various positions ranging from camera to tape and FCP editor and also Producer/Post Producer & Promo 
Producer. 
Editor, Post Producer: an organized and resourceful individual that is good in managing people, time and money. Strong post production 
knowledge, such as editing, coloring and compositing. A good communicator/team player, good working attitude and willing to take hardship. 

Producer: an organized and resourceful individual that is good in managing people, time and money. Good production knowledge, good in handling 
production work such as Documentaries, TVC, Event and Corporate video. A good communicator/ team player, good working attitude and willing to 
take hardship. 

Cameraman: Good practical skills and knowledge of camera equipment 
an interest in photography, film and video.  have a total understanding of how a production runs from start to end Which really helps on my 
everyday Camerawork and lighting. 

Experience 

Producer, SAMAA TV, Pakistan Dec, 2018-April 2021 

Worked as a Producer of most popular and top rated  Re-enactment ‘Emergency’, a true depiction of real life happenings presented in a dramatized form.  

Director/Camera/Editor, AAP Media Network, Pakistan May 2018-Aug 2018 

AGLA STATION (Travelogue) A Reality Travel Show with Chiness host who is visiting Pakistan and meeting people of pakistan and understanding their culture, 
traditions and want to become a Pakistani. Travelled from China/Pakistan Khunjurab boarder to karachi. 
 
 

Preditor, BALSAM FOR HEALTH, Dubai, UAE Nov 2016-Feb 2018 

Worked as Preditor and did lots of corporate videos, TV/Radio spots, Event coverage, PSMs, Health Tips and interviews for Dubai Healthcare sector, Beauty Spas and 
non-profit organizations. From concept to final deliverable for online, Broadcast and Radio. Also Produced/Edited company’s profile videos.    
 
 

Film Editor, Freelance, KHI, Pakistan Mar 2015-Sep 2015 

‘AKSBAND’ Pakistan’s first found footage horror film released on cinema in 20th may 2016. Edit, Sound design and VFX done in professional manners. 
 
 
Various Positions, Freelancer     2010-2015 

Working at various positions for clients like Pepsi, Engro Foods, Al-Jazeera+, WWF, UNDP, CNBC Pakistan, Geo TV, MindShare, ABBOTT Laboratories Pakistan and 
some international clients like S.B Productions (Canada), Bin-Fernas Media (Kuwait), FLUX Inc. (Canada) AJ+ (doha), SONY TV Dubai.  
Some of my recent work is listed here:  
Feature Film ‘AKSBANDH’. Post Production/Edit. 
TVC ‘Maaza Food’ Canadian brand, Post Producer/Editor/Colorist/Sound. 
20 min Weekly Satire Comedy show'Patakha Views'aired on CNBC Pakistan. Camera/Post Producer/Editor  
10 min Documentary on Alternate energy for UNDP’s Early Recovery Programme for the Flood Affected Communities for Pakistan.  
Documentary for WWF Wetlands Programme shot in all over Pakistan fromKrumbar Lake in Broghilto Taunsa Barrage I travelled and work as a Associate 
Producer/Editor/Camera. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssMCYzmXYxc 
Documentary "about Mumtaz, an intellectually disabled (ID) person in Pakistan and his changing life. Co- Producer/Editor/Camera http://vimeo.com/62185452.  
10 mins Corporate Filmfor Engro Foods Pakistan, Product 'Olpers Milk'. Editor/Colorist. (https://myspace.com/zack_fcp/video/olpers-milk-video/107521176)  
‘The Deal Undone’ Editor/Camera Documentary  
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‘Pehla Fiqra Iqra’ 40 mins. for GEO TV Pakistan. Associate Producer/Editor-April 2012.  
Corporate Film for Institute of Business Management, 25 mins. HD 1080p, Post Producer/Editor March 2012. Post Producer/Editor.  
Corporate Video for ‘Aman Ambulance Service, 10 mins. HD 1080p, Editor/Graphic Designer, April 2012. Editor/Colorist/Graphics  
TV Commercialfor Mahindra Jewelers, Surrey, Canada. Editor/Colorist.  
Music Videos ‘Mahi’, ‘Jeetna Jaante Hain’, ‘Holay Holay’- Editor/Colorist. 

PromoProducer, ZAIQA TV 2009-2010 

Participate in the creation of innovative promotions and the generation of original or unusual ideas and transform into produced promotion according to channel 
Brand Guidelines, including:  
Episode specific promotions, Program launch campaigns, Promotion of acquired and in-house produced programs, Behind the scenes promotions, Channel Image 
spots, Innovative promotional strands, Teasers and promotions for reality shows, Animation changes, Produce and creatively execute promotional spots, special 
events and campaigns for the assigned Promotions tasks as assigned by the Promotion manager in the weekly plan, Execute promotion production activities which 
include transforming concept into tangible image, shooting, presentation and voiceovers. 
Coordinate with Promotions Editors to ensure that they follow directorate procedures and guidelines in promotions editing and Respond and act to last minute 
scheduling changes and positively deal with change, and treat it as a “business as usual activity”. 

Senior Editor/Producer, DAWN NEWS TV, Pakistan. 2007-2009 

Associate Producer/Editor of ‘Equinox’ documentary series for Features Department and Produced two weekly shows. 5 for 5. Anchor based 
educative & entertaining show. For The Love Of Food, A Food/Travel Show. 
Also responsible for edit on air promotions, sales reels, ad spots for Features department. 

Post Supervisor/Senior Editor, PLAY TV, Pakistan. 2005-2007 

Overseeing post-production for broadcast, commercial, corporate and promo jobs. Responsibilities maintain the checklist and schedule for of line 
and online insuring that all materials are delivered on time. Attend postproduction sessions as necessary. Report to the Director and Production 
Mangers any changes, delays, or concerns with the post schedules/ budgets that arise during the post process. Assist the Production Managers in 
budgeting postproduction for projects in development. Assist Associate Producers, Producers and R&C personnel with all technical requirements 
necessary for acquiring stock footage. 
Coordinate the final post deliverables for both in-house and contract productions. Coordinate the ship- ping and tracking of all post production 
materials. 

Editor,Indus TV Network,KHI,Pakistan. 2000-2005 

Start my career as an asst. director of megahit show ‘Streets’ and assist various shows then switched to Editing and one year work as an Editor for 
Indus Vision. In 2002 Indus TV Network launched new music channel ‘IM’ and then i transferred to Indus Music. Responsibilities: 
• Editing the footage for either online or offline edits. • Logging and Digitizing of footage. • Organizing final material to be made and delivered to 
stations. • Archiving and Back-ups. • Music select and completely Cue Sheet information. • Liaising with the Producer/Client and creating solutions 
to any problems they may have. • Liaising with various Production departments (e.g. Animation, sound, etc). 

Education 

Higher Secondary Certificate  1996 

Matriculation in Science     1994 

Skills 

Script/Filming/Video Editor 
Final Cut Pro. Adobe Premier, Avid, Resolve Divinchi, Photoshop, After Effects, Motion,Color, Magic Bullets Looks, Audio mixing, ADR. 
Excellent attention to detail. 
Mastery of a variety of styles and treatments.  
Able to handle pressure in a deadline driven environment.  
Technically proficient with camera operating (SD/HD), color grading, transcoding, encoding, dvd authoring and Sound designing.  
Strong copy and script writing skills – passion for story telling  
Strong knowledge and understanding of the production process – pre and post production. 
Flexibility and adaptability. 
Able to consistently deliver to deadlines. 
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Highly developed interpersonal skills – able to give feedback and work with other creative.  
Able to handle stress and tight deadlines. 
Urdu, English. 
 

Profile: 

pk.linkedin.com/in/zeeshanshah1/ 

https://www.stage32.com/profile/101367 

 
 


